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                                                                                                              The difference is in the details: Listed below are a few of the many 
                                                                                                         differences that illustrate why we feel that our true European products are  
                                                                                                     the highest quality gutter and accessories on the market today.  
 
                                                                               1.   True European half round gutter is deeper than the gutter American half round gutter.  
                                                                             
                                                                          Our 5” gutter carries as much water as an American 6” gutter and our 6” gutter carries as  
                                                                          much water as an American 7” gutter, etc.

                                                                          2.  The female end of our downspout has a gentle flair that that allows a snug fit into an  
                                                                        elbow or into another piece of downspout without crimping.  The welded seam on our  
                                                                      downspout is invisible, thus the term seamless applies.  
 
                                                                 3.  Our gutter hangers are the strongest solid copper hangers in the world.  These are of our own   
                                                     design and produced for us in Europe using our own die.  The deep structural rib that travels along the 
                                                   length of the hanger results in our hangers being far stronger than any other solid copper hangers on  
                                                   the market, as well as more attractive.
 
                                                  4.  Our seamless elbows have an invisible and very strong weld where the edges are butted up  
                                                  against one another and then welded.  Thus, there is no seam to potentially split and leak.

M
                                                  Elbows supplied by others have folds along the bend of the elbow which impede the flow of water.                    
                                                  Our elbows are totally smooth from end to end.  Also, the installation looks cleaner.

M
                                                  The flared female end of our elbow allows the easy and tight connection of 2 elbows or a downspout  
                                                  into an elbow without crimping.  The last couple of inches of the male end our elbow actually steps               
                                                  down and allows our elbow to fit tightly into a “cut” piece of downspout without crimping, for times 
when it is necessary to use a piece of cut downspout to span the gap between the gutter and the downspout.  Only we have this 
feature.
 
5.  Our proprietary hinged heavy-duty downspout brackets are the strongest and most versatile on the market.  The mounting 
screw is attached to the bracket using a hidden nut.  Both the nut and the screw are removable for either stand-off mounting or 
flush mounting of the downspout.
 
 6.  Our Star Outlet installs in a flash and solder is not used in the installation.  The design of our Star Outlet allows it to function as 
a mini leader head during a torrential downpour.

7.  Our miters are stamped from one piece of copper.  No seam to potentially split and leak.

8.  Although we recommend soldering copper, for those who prefer to not solder we offer solderless gutter connectors w/ rubber 
seals and solderless end caps w/ rubber seals.  These products carry a 20-year 100% guaranty against leaking.  By using these 
items in conjunction with our Star Outlet the result is a totally solderless copper gutter installation. 
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